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Mohan is a happy boy. He stays happily in the hostel and does 
not go home even on holidays.  

Now a days he is taking lot of interest in dance and music. He 
sings well. On Pranjal Bhaiya’s birthday he stepped forward to 
sing classical songs with three friends. It was good to hear him 
sing and see him on the stage as a classical singer. 

He is learning to play tabla. He takes interest to play alone but 
does not teach his juniors. 

Most of the time he 
gets late for the classes 
as he spends a lot of 
time in talking. 
Sometimes he washes 
clothes late and again 
gets late for his classes.  

He talks a lot while 
eating and takes a long 
time to finish. At times 
he's unable to do his 
responsibilities. He 
needs to develop a 
sense of time. 

  

He has brought some changes in his 
attitude. He is not so stubborn, 
resistant to think about or to do any 
work. 

He is open to receive others ideas 
and tries his best to solve his 
problems. 

Sometimes he comes to didi when 
he can’t understand math problems.  

He likes to take care of 
our pet dog Bunty.  

Earlier he was a bit 
afraid of him but now 
he has overcome that 
fear.  

He makes chappatti for 
Bunty, also takes him 
for a walk. 

He is good friends with 
the older group 
children. For most 
activities he follows 
them. 

 

 
In the assembly he likes 
to tell funny stories to 
the entire school.   
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Reading the question aloud, helps him to 
understand the problem, so he returns to solve 
it on his own.  

Once he read loudly a story problem and said 
“I know it”.  When asked - why do you come 
to ask? He said “When I come to you I 
automatically understand”. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE - Mohan has shown a 
lot of aptitude towards the language. His 
spellings have drastically improved and as his 
grammar understanding.  

Mohan’s sentence construction and story 
writing ability has improved though he needs to 
think more to come up with better stories.  

Is able to read at a steady place and his 
pronunciation has become much clearer. During 
the play, he was very good at his delivery but 
found it a little tough to remember his lines.  

 

PROJECT WORK - Sometimes it is difficult to get work done from him, Mohan whiles away his 
time and does not catch pace.  

Mountain and ocean: As these topics are based on some geographical and scientific concepts Mohan 
faced some problem in understanding the concept of the formation of mountains and oceans. For 
mountains, only reading and explanation did not work. So we tried to explain through objects, which 
was fruitful for him.  

Mohan has typed this reflection on the 
computer.  

A true story of myself ... 

I am human being and my name is Mohan.  

I don’t like to be human always, sometimes I 
like to be a bird because I want to fly up to 
the sky and go to my friends and see them.  

I don’t want to listen bad things, I want to 
listen good things and talk good things.  

I have improved in foot ball, volleyball in this 
year and I have to improve in science.  

My bad thing is not listening to teachers.  

Good things in me are to help a person. 
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Math: Mohan is working hard and his understanding about 
numbers is good. Though his confidence in solving problems 
is low.  

Sometimes he is unable to understand what to do and what 
not to. Most of the times he needs help to clarify the 
process. He is currently doing Book - IV.   

He is always in a hurry to understand and finish his lessons 
He does his work sincerely. He likes to play the game 
monopoly. 

Though he understood the concept still 
he found it difficult to explain. He took 
interest in recognizing different 
mountains near school.  

To know oceans we showed a lot of 
pictures of earth and the evaporation 
of molten lava. Slowly he could 
understand the concept and wrote 
about it clearly. 

 

Desert: Before stating the topic he learnt about the geography of the earth such as poles, hemis-
pheres, climate zones, tropics and the equator. He has a good comprehension skills. Though he 
understood high pressure well still he could not write properly. Other reasons were written quite well. 

 

HINDI LANGUAGE -  Mohan is a very intelligent 
child. Normally he works with lot of interest, at times 
he is moody. He writes flawless Hindi.  

When he learns new words, he waits to use it while 
speaking, and writing prose or poetry.  

He is fond of reading comics and books. He can be 
regularly seen reading Amar Chitra Katha and 
Ramayan. 

SANSKRIT LANGUAGE - Mohan is able to read 
Sanskrit sholkas and but is unable to understand. He is 
able to join and disjoin words in Sanskrit. 

Mohan is sometimes unable to remember the word 
meanings though. He takes helps of his friends and 
makes sentences. 
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GAMES AND SPORTS - Mohan is really good in football possessing a sound mind. He is aware of 
what has to be done when and is good at passing and shooting, without getting stressed. Has good 
speed and stamina and plays a good central role, both attacking and defensive.  

In Basketball, he can pass and move but needs work on his shooting skills.  

He is also learning Volleyball quite well. 

 
On Sport's Day he 
participated in Acrobatics, 
Football, Circus, and 
Skating.  

Mohan was his usual 
confident self with the ball. 

 


